NORTEK AIR SOLUTIONS

EXPERTS IN TOP PERFORMANCE COIL TECHNOLOGY

STATE-OF-THE-ART COIL PRODUCTION FACILITY
Nortek Air Solutions features an 80,800 square foot state-of-the-art custom coil production facility in Oklahoma City that includes several new state-of-the-art machines: expanders to handle any coil construction, hairpin bending tube machines and cut straight tube machines. This leading-edge coil manufacturing center enhances our innovative ability to accommodate quick ship needs, therefore meeting even the most demanding timelines. Whether your need is in days or in weeks, Nortek Air Solutions can deliver a solution on time and on spec.

COIL TYPES
• Hot and Cold Water
• Steam
• Booster
• Direct Expansion (DX)
• Desaturation

COMPREHENSIVE TESTING
• Dedicated testing equipment
• Individual, dedicated unit testing
• Underwater, dry air pressure leak testing

PRIMARY BENEFITS
• Variable casing dimensions, fin spacing, copper tube thickness, and a variety of casing and fin materials, including copper fin and stainless steel casings for coils in corrosive atmospheres.
• Protective coatings and treatments available to extend the service life of coils installed in corrosive atmospheres — fins, tubes, headers, and casing are completely coated.
• Higher operating pressure and temperature limits available.

NORTEK AIR SOLUTIONS ADVANTAGE
• Expertise, attention to detail, and high standards go into each coil manufactured.
• Made of highest-quality materials.
• Designed for long life and top performance.